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About Buy Social Canada

Master Brand Logos

Buy Social Canada is a social enterprise with a mission to advance and grow social
procurement. We believe that the purchasing of goods and services, and major development
and construction projects are much more than an economic transaction, much more than the
construction of a physical structure; they are a means to build community capital, the
foundation of a healthy community, contributing to a local community’s social and economic
goals.
We bring together purpose driven purchasers and social enterprise suppliers to build
business relationships that generate social benefits for communities across the country. We
work with community, private sector, and governments to provide training and develop
policy and resources. We offer a recognized, Canada-wide social enterprise certification
program that opens the door to an emerging social impact network.

Main Logo

Inverse Logo

Contact
https://www.buysocialcanada.com/
For further information, please contact Buy
Social Canada:

Elizabeth Chick, Executive Director
elizabeth@buysocialcanada.com

Banner Logo
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Introduction to the Social Value Menu
Background and Policy Context
Every purchase has an economic, environmental and social impact, whether intended or not.
Social procurement is about capturing those impacts and seeking to make intentional
positive contributions to both the local economy and the overall vibrancy of the community.
Social procurement is evolving as a standard means to leverage a greater value from existing
procurement of goods and services. Concurrently, with the emergence of Community Benefit
https://www.infrastructure.gc.ca/pub/other-autre/ceb-ace-eng.html
Agreements (CBAs), and the Community
Employment Benefit (CEB) initiative process, there is
a need to have a framework and guidelines to support an added social value from major
developments and construction projects.
What is the purpose of this Menu?
The purpose of this document is to help you design, evaluate and implement a social value
into your procurement process for infrastructure and development projects.
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For templates specific to the Community Employment Benefit Initiative, see the Social Value
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How to use the Social Value Menu
This menu will support you in identifying and reporting on social value outcomes that can be
achieved in the build and operations of your infrastructure or development project.
The figure below will be used throughout this document to take you through the five key
steps that we have identified for guiding your social value procurement process.
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Listed below are some more examples of strategic organizational goals that can be used for
enhance your proposal as a supplier.
this step:
Build a healthy and inclusive community
Diverse and meaningful employment opportunities that provide incomes that can
support a high quality of life
Support integration into the workforce for specific demographics such as newcomers,
youth and people with disabilities
Prompts for Template 1:
Identifying your strategic organizational goals will be the foundation for your social
procurement process throughout the remainder of this menu. Using the examples above as
your guideline, consider the following questions while you fill out Template 1:
What are the goals of your organization that are currently being pursued?
What are your current strategic plans for long term social and economic goals?
What social value goal do you want to achieve through your procurement process?
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3

Step 2 : Identify your desired outcomes by opportunity area
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We have identified four key opportunity areas where social value employment and
procurement opportunities can be integrated into an infrastructure or development project.
They are: employment, skills & training, supply chains, and community development
Prompt for Template 2:
Based on the strategic organizational goals you identified in Step 1 you should now explore
desired outcomes. An outcome is the performance or achievement that occurred because of
the activity or services that were provided.
The template gives you space to explain how each desired outcome directly contributes to
fulfilling one or more of your strategic goals from Step 1.
Examples:
Desired outcomes for Employment:
Increased employment opportunities for youth/women/Indigenous Peoples/low-income
groups/people with disabilities/ people living in sub-standard housing
Desired outcomes for Skills & Training:
Increased apprenticeships and training available to targeted individuals
Increased training with recognized qualifications available to targeted individuals
School & higher education engagement
Desired outcomes for Supply Chain:
Greater supplier diversity
More procurement from social enterprises (SEs), not-for-profits (NFPs), local/ regional
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
Provision of affordable and/or specifically designed retail and public spaces to SEs, NFPs
and local SMEs
Desired outcomes for Community Development:
Community engagement and consultation processes throughout a project’s planning
and implementation
Provision of community services/ cultural contributions
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Template 2: Identify desired outcomes for _________________________
Desired Outcomes for Employment:

Strategic Goal fulfilled by Outcomes:

Desired Outcomes for Skills & Training:

Strategic Goal fulfilled by Outcomes:

Desired Outcomes for Supply Chain:

Strategic Goal fulfilled by Outcomes:

Desired Outcomes for Community Development:

Strategic Goal fulfilled by Outcomes:
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Step 3

: Draft RFx language to reflect your social value criteria
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RFx is a catch-all term that captures all references to Request for Information (RFI), Request for
Proposal (RFP), Request for Qualification (RFQ) and Request for Bid (RFB). The following RFx
language allows you to request information concerning:
Social value based organizations: i.e. identifying that a bidding organization is a social
enterprise or diverse owned business
Social value based employment practices: i.e. identifying living wage employers,
inclusive recruitment practices
Social value in their supply chain: i.e. identifying a business with a social enterprise or
SME in its own supply chain therefore increasing procurement opportunities for those
organizations.
Prompt for Template 3:
Draft RFx language that you can include in contracts with your service providers to reflect the
organizational goals and desired outcomes that you have identified. Draft descriptive rather
than prescriptive criteria for social procurement for your bidders, allowing proponents the
latitude to respond with a variety of appropriate implementation opportunities.
Examples by opportunity area:
Based upon the project composition and objectives for each project, the RFx language can
have a selection of questions from the four opportunity areas: employment, skills &
training, supply chain and community development. Responses for each opportunity area
may include:
Employment:
Strategies for recruitment, retention of support for individuals or groups with barriers to
employment (both existing and proposed strategies for the performance of this contract)
Specific implementation, monitoring and reporting strategies to ensure the continued
recruitment, retention and support of individuals or groups with barriers to employment
The number and percentage of current and new employment opportunities for
individuals or groups with barriers to employment
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Skills & Training:
Supporting people into work by providing career mentoring, including mock interviews,
CV advice, and careers guidance
Offering opportunities for work experience or similar activities such as encouraging &
providing a level playing field to persons from all backgrounds & circumstances through
specific implementation, monitoring and reporting strategies
Supply Chain:
Strategies to ensure a diverse supply chain that is accessible to all types of businesses,
including SEs, NFPs and SMEs.
Specific implementation, monitoring and reporting strategies to ensure a diverse supply
chain in the performance of this contract
Community Development:
Strategies to engage and consult the local community for previous projects as well as for
the performance of this contract
Specific implementation, monitoring and reporting strategies to ensure the continued
engagement and consultation processes with the local community for this contract
Not all questions provided in Template 3 are needed for every RFx. Use the examples provided
in Template 3 as samples of the type of information you can request from suppliers or bidders
through your RFx.
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Template 3: Draft RFx language for ____________________________________
Employment
1. (a) Does your organization currently have strategies or policies around inclusive
employment practices to ensure you are providing employment opportunities for
individuals or groups with barriers to employment?
Yes

No

(b) Please describe your current processes for implementing your strategies/policies
and ensuring employment opportunities for individuals or groups with barriers to
employment. Please describe how you currently monitor, measure your progress and
report on these processes in the space below
* This field is required if you selected ‘Yes’ in 1. (a).
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2. (a) i. Please provide the total number of project-specific employment positions that
are required for the delivery of this contract:

ii. Please provide the number of project-specific employment positions that you
are committing will go to individuals within marginalized groups or individuals with
barriers to employment. Please specify the type of employment contract:
* Please note that your responses for parts i. and ii. will be evaluated as a percentage of project-specific

positions that will go to individuals within marginalized groups or individuals with barriers to employment

(b) Please explain why this number is the maximum number of positions that could
be made available to individuals within marginalized groups or individuals with barriers
to employment for the performance of this contract:
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3. (a) i. Please provide the total number of project-specific entry-level positions that are
required for the delivery of this contract:

ii. Please provide the number of project-specific entry-level positions that you are
committing will go to individuals within marginalized groups or individuals with
barriers to employment. Please specify the type of contract:
* Please note that your responses for parts i. and ii. will be evaluated as a percentage of project-specific

entry-level positions that will go to individuals within marginalized groups or with barriers to employment

(b) Please explain why this number is the maximum number of entry-level positions
that could be made available to individuals within marginalized groups or individuals
with barriers to employment for the performance of this contract:
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4. (a) Does your organization have a living wage policy that includes paying both
directly employed staff as well as all contracted service staff the Living Wage?
* If yes, please attach the relevant policy (indicating document name in the space below) or provide a
website link below.

Yes: ___________________________________

No

(b) Does your organization have a policy that suppliers in your supply chain must
have a Living Wage Policy?
* If yes, please attach the relevant policy (indicating document name in the space below) or provide a
website link below.

Yes: ___________________________________

No

(c) What percentage of current employment opportunities that will be involved in
the delivery of this contract currently provide a living wage? Please provide a number
below and how you would monitor and measure this throughout the contract reporting
period:

(d) What percentage of employment opportunities that will be involved in the
delivery of this contract will provide a living wage? Please provide a number below and
how you would monitor and measure this throughout the contract reporting period:
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Skills & Training
1. (a) Does your organization currently have any Apprenticeship program(s)?
Yes

No

(b) (i) Please provide the total number of apprentices within any Apprenticeship
program(s) that your organization has had in the last 12 months:
* This field is required if you answered Yes in 1. (a)

(ii) Please provide the number of apprenticeship positions that have been given to
individuals or groups with barriers to employment in the last 12 months:
* Please note that your responses for (b) i. and ii. will be evaluated as a % of apprenticeship positions for
individuals or groups with barriers to employment

(iii) Please provide details of your existing program(s) and how you monitor and
measure the success of the program(s) in the space below:
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2. (a) Does your organization currently have any paid Work-Experience program(s)?
Yes

No

(b) (i) Please provide the total number of Work-Experience positions that your
organization has had in the last 12 months:
* This field is required if you answered Yes in 1. (a)

(ii) Please provide the number of Work-Experience positions that have been given
to individuals or groups with barriers to employment in the last 12 months:
* Please note that your responses for (b) i. and ii. will be evaluated as a % of Work-Experience positions for
individuals or groups with barriers to employment

(iii) Please provide details of your existing Work-Experience program(s) and how
you monitor and measure the success of the program(s) in the space below:
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Supply Chain
1. Is your organization a Small or Medium-sized enterprise?
Small enterprise: 1-99 employees;
Medium enterprise: 100-499 employees
Yes, we are a small enterprise

Yes, we are a medium enterprise

No

2. (a) Do you have a 3rd party certification from any of the following organizations
verifying social impact or membership of any organization verifying diverse ownership?
(Examples include but are not limited to: Buy Social Canada Social Enterprise
Certification; B-Corp; Third party certification that verifies that the business is owned by
women, LGBTQ2S, refugees and racialized minorities, businesses owned by individuals
with a recognized disability, Indigenous owned businesses etc.)
Yes

No

(b) If yes, please attach proof of certification or membership (indicate document
name in the space below):

3. (a) Does your organization have a social procurement policy ?
Yes
No
(b) If yes, please attach the relevant policy (indicating document name in the space
below) or provide a website link below:

4. (a) Do you currently track the number of contracts and/or dollars spent with diverse
and socially inclusive small and medium-sized businesses in your supply chain?
Yes

No

(b) If yes, please provide the following information:
(i) Total current number of contracts in supply chain:
(ii) Total current value of contracts in supply chain:

$

(iii) Current number of contracts with diverse and socially
inclusive small and medium-sized businesses in supply chain:
(iv) Current value of contracts with diverse and socially
inclusive small and medium-sized businesses in supply chain:

$

5. (a) Does your organization have a strategy for ensuring a diverse supply chain that is
accessible to all types of businesses, including where appropriate diverse and socially
inclusive small and medium-sized businesses in the delivery of this contract?
Yes

No
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(b) Please describe how you will implement, monitor and measure this strategy.
* This field is required if you answered Yes in 5. (a)
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Community Development
1. (a) In the last three years, has your organization implemented any programs or
initiatives to ensure greater economic opportunity and community integration for
marginalized groups?
Yes

No

(b) If yes, please provide details of any programs or initiatives and how the success
of these programs or initiatives are monitored and measured
* This field is required if you answered Yes in 1. (a)
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2. (a) Does your organization have a strategy for engaging and consulting with the local
community before and during the lifespan of this contract?
Yes

No

(b) Please describe your strategy for engaging and consulting with the local
community before and during the lifespan of this contract and how you will ensure the
implementation, monitoring and measurement of this strategy.
* This field is required if you answered Yes in 2. (a)
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Step 4

: Evaluate bids based on RFx language
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Bidder’s responses to the social value RFx language in your bid documents will need to be
evaluated and scored. We have provided a suggested evaluation matrix which can be edited
or adjusted to reflect your organizational goals and the project-specific priorities as well as
social value goals.
General guidelines for evaluating bid responses:
When evaluating bid responses from your suppliers based on your social value criteria, you
can expect to see responses that include the following:
Employment:
Strategies for recruitment, retention and support for individuals with barriers to employment
(both existing and proposed strategies for the performance of this contract)
Specific implementation, monitoring and reporting strategies to ensure the continued
recruitment, retention and support for individuals with barriers to employment
The number and percentage of current and new employment opportunities for
individuals with barriers to employment (long-term, paid, entry-level etc.)
Explanation of how this would drive improvements in performance and how bidders will
ensure equality and accessibility without discrimination to opportunities and promote them
so as to be fully accessible
Specific measures to ensure safe working conditions for all employees
Skills & Training:
Explanation of how key suppliers in the supply chain will continue to provide relevant
training or access to training opportunities, including apprenticeships that ensure
equality and accessibility without discrimination to training opportunities, promoted so
as to be fully accessible, clearly indicating how this would drive improvements in
performance
Elaboration on how the bidder currently engages with local schools and higher
education institutions to provide skills and training opportunities within the local
community and how they would continue to do so during the performance of the
contract
The number of current training opportunities with recognized qualifications and the
number of anticipated opportunities within their organization. The bidder should clarify
how they will ensure that these opportunities will be made available, monitored and
reported
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Supply Chain:
Explanation of how the bidder and any key suppliers in their supply chain will ensure a
diverse supply chain that is accessible to individuals within marginalized groups
Explanation of current processes of engagement with social-enterprises and
diverse-owned suppliers in the bidder’s supply chain
Explanation of processes for: pre-market engagement activities, reasonable and
proportionate insurance requirements, co-design and co-creation of services, giving
advanced notice of subcontracting opportunities to potential bidders, practices to ensure
prompt payment through the supply chain and provisions to unbundle contracts into
subcontracts where possible
Community Development:
Clarification on how any key suppliers involved in the design of services from the bidder
can contribute to key, local priorities in performance of the contract. This might include
access to community hubs (i.e. community centres, cultural venues, parks, local libraries,
community-led initiatives, employee volunteering etc.)
Elaboration on how the bidder will provide community services and cultural contributions
to the local community and explanation of processes for implementing, monitoring and
reporting on these services
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Template 4: Evaluation criteria by opportunity area for ________________________
Evaluation Matrix for RFx Reponses under Employment
Q. 1

(b)

(a)

A comprehensive
description provided
of current activities
and of monitoring
and measurement

Yes
No

3/3
0/3

Insufficient
Provides some
information on current information given
activities monitoring on current activities
and measurement but or on the monitoring
is missing some
and measurement
requested information
of progress

2/3
0/3

No information
provided or
information
provided is
unsatisfactory

1/3
0/3

Q. 2

0/3
0/3

(a) & (b)

The percentage deduced
from given numbers is
within expectations and
the justification given for
this number is accepted

3/3

The percentage
The percentage deduced
deduced from given
from given numbers is
numbers is below
below expectations but
expectations for this above 0, the justification
project, but the
for this number is not
justification given for
considered fully
this number is accepted
acceptable

No information
provided or the
number provided
is 0

1/3

2/3

Q. 3

0/3

(a) & (b)

The percentage deduced
from given numbers is
within expectations and
the justification given for
this number is accepted

3/3

The percentage
The percentage deduced
deduced from given
from given numbers is
numbers is below
below expectations but
expectations for this above 0, the justification
project, but the
for this number is not
justification given for
considered fully
this number is accepted
acceptable

No information
provided or the
number provided
is 0

1/3

2/3

0/3

Q. 4
(a)

appropriate attachment provided

appropriate attachment not provided

Yes
No

3/3
0/3

(b)

appropriate attachment provided

0/3
0/3
appropriate attachment not provided

Yes
No

3/3
0/3

0/3
0/3

* Evaluation Matrix for Employment continued on the next page...
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(c)

The percentage deduced
from given numbers is
within 75 – 100% and a
comprehensive plan on
monitoring and
measurement provided

3/3

Percentage deduced
from given numbers is
Under 50% with a
The percentage
comprehensive plan on
deduced from given
monitoring and
numbers is within
measurement provided
50 – 74% and a
OR
comprehensive plan on
percentage is
monitoring and
50 – 100% and the plan
measurement provided
provided on monitoring
and measurement is not
sufficient to ensure this

1/3

2/3

No information
provided or the
number provided
is 0

0/3

(d)

The percentage deduced
from given numbers is
within 75 – 100% and a
comprehensive plan on
monitoring and
measurement provided

3/3

Percentage deduced
from given numbers is
Under 50% with a
The percentage
comprehensive plan on
deduced from given
monitoring and
numbers is within
measurement provided
50 – 74% and a
OR
comprehensive plan on
percentage is
monitoring and
50 – 100% and the plan
measurement provided
provided on monitoring
and measurement is not
sufficient to ensure this

2/3

1/3

No information
provided or the
number provided
is 0

0/3
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Evaluation Matrix for RFx Reponses under Skills & Training
Q. 1

(b)

(a)

A comprehensive
description provided
of current activities
and of monitoring
and measurement

Yes
No

3/3
0/3

Insufficient
Provides some
information on current information given
activities monitoring on current activities
and measurement but or on the monitoring
is missing some
and measurement
requested information
of progress

2/3
0/3

Q. 2

1/3
0/3

No information
provided or
information
provided is
unsatisfactory

0/3
0/3

(b)

(a)

A comprehensive
description provided
of current activities
and of monitoring
and measurement

Yes
No

3/3
0/3

Insufficient
Provides some
information on current information given
activities monitoring on current activities
and measurement but or on the monitoring
is missing some
and measurement
requested information
of progress

2/3
0/3

1/3
0/3
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0/3
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Evaluation Matrix for RFx Reponses under Supply Chain
Q. 1
Yes, Small-enterprise

Yes, Medium-enterprise

3/3

3/3

Q.2
(a)

appropriate attachment provided

Yes
No

3/3
0/3

Q. 3
(a)

appropriate attachment provided

Yes
No

3/3
0/3

Q. 4

No

0/3
(b)

appropriate attachment not provided

0/3
0/3
(b)

appropriate attachment not provided

0/3
0/3
(b)

* Please note: evaluation may be based upon % of contracts or % dollar spend or both)
Number or dollar

(a)

Number or dollar
Number or dollar
value % indicates a
value % indicates a
value % indicates a
percentage higher
majority (above 50%) than negligible but negligible percentage
of contracts or dollar lower than majority of (<2%) of contracts or
dollar spend going to
spend going to
contracts or dollar
diverse and socially
spend going to
diverse and socially
inclusive small and
diverse
and
socially
inclusive small and
medium-sized
inclusive
small
and
medium-sized
businesses in supply
medium-sized
businesses in supply
chain
businesses in supply
chain

No information
provided or
information provided
indicates % is 0

chain

Yes
No

3/3
0/3

Q. 5

(a)

Yes
No

1/3
0/3

2/3
0/3

0/3
0/3

(b)
A comprehensive
implementation,
monitoring and
measurement plan

3/3
0/3

A plan that lacks
sufficient information
A plan that lacks
on at least one of
No information
sufficient information
“implementation,
provided or
on at least one of
monitoring and
information provided is
“implementation,
measurement” but
insufficient to indicate
monitoring and
provides sufficient
the strategy will be
measurement”.
information to indicate
implemented,
Implementation is
implementation and
monitored and
possible but
some form of
measured
monitoring and
monitoring and
measurement is not.
measurement is
possible

2/3
0/3

1/3
0/3
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Evaluation Matrix for RFx Reponses under Community Development
Q. 1

(b)

(a)

A comprehensive
description provided
of current activities
and of monitoring
and measurement

Yes
No

3/3
0/3

Insufficient
Provides some
information on current information given
activities monitoring on current activities
and measurement but or on the monitoring
is missing some
and measurement
requested information
of progress.

2/3
0/3

Q. 2

(a)

Yes
No

1/3
0/3

No information
provided or
information
provided is
unsatisfactory

0/3
0/3

(b)
A plan that lacks
sufficient information
on at least one of
“implementation,
Insufficient
monitoring and
A comprehensive
information given
measurement” but
implementation,
on
current activities
provides sufficient
monitoring and
or
on
the monitoring
information to indicate
measurement plan implementation and and measurement of
some form of
progress.
monitoring and
measurement is
possible

3/3
0/3

2/3
0/3

1/3
0/3
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is unsatisfactory
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Step 5

: Establish metrics for contracts and reporting

1

Identify
Strategic
Organizational
Goals

3
2

Draft RFx
Language

Identify Desired
Outcomes by
Opportunity
Area

5

4

Evaluate Bids
Based on RFx
Language

Establish
Metrics for
Contracts &
Reporting

After selecting a bid based on ‘best value’, this final step will allow you to establish metrics for
contracts and reporting for each deliverable item in the life-time of the project. By integrating
the target numbers in each opportunity area set out by the bidder into your contract with this
bidder, you can reconcile the bidder’s social value procurement aims into a working contract.
Example:
Metrics identified for contract and reporting on Employment for this project
Desired Outcome: Increased employment opportunities for women
Hours
Number of hours worked by individuals in target group directly hired:
Hours worked by individuals in target group as a percentage of total
number of hours worked by all employees:
Headcount
Number of individuals in target group directly hired:
Individuals in target group directly hired as a percentage of total
number of new hires:
Wages
Total value of wages paid to individuals in target group directly hired:
Value of wages paid to individuals in target group as a percentage of
total value of wages paid to all employees:
Sub-contractors
Number of sub-contractors who have hired individuals in target group:
Individuals in target group hired by sub-contractors as a percentage
of total number of employed individuals hired through key suppliers:

120 hours
30%
20
12%
$X
X%
4
25%

* please see next page for the example continued...
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Metrics identified for contract and reporting on Procurement for this project
Desired Outcome: Greater supplier diversity/ include more social enterprises as
well as small and medium-sized enterprises in supply chain

Contract Spend to Social Enterprises & Small/Medium-Sized Enterprises
9
Total number of contracts with social enterprises:
$154,780
Total dollar value spent on social enterprises:
5
Total number of contracts with small and medium-sized enterprises:
$100,200
Total dollar value spent on small and medium-sized enterprises:
2
Total number of contracts with diverse-owned businesses:
$50,245
Total dollar value spent on diverse-owned businesses:
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Template 5: Create contract and reporting metrics for_______________________________
Metrics identified for contract and reporting on Employment for this project
Desired Outcome:
Hours
Number of hours worked by individuals in target group directly hired:
Hours worked by individuals in target group as a percentage of total
number of hours worked by all employees:
Headcount
Number of individuals in target group directly hired:
Individuals in target group directly hired as a percentage of total
number of new hires:
Wages
Total value of wages paid to individuals in target group directly hired:
Value of wages paid to individuals in target group as a percentage of
total value of wages paid to all employees:
Sub-contractors
Number of sub-contractors who have hired individuals in target group:
Individuals in target group hired by sub-contractors as a percentage
of total number of employed individuals hired through key suppliers:
Metrics identified for contract and reporting on Procurement for this project
Desired Outcome:
Contract Spend to Social Enterprises & Small/Medium-Sized Enterprises
Total number of contracts with social enterprises:
Total dollar value spent on social enterprises:
Total number of contracts with small and medium-sized enterprises:
Total dollar value spent on small and medium-sized enterprises:
Total number of contracts with diverse-owned businesses:
Total dollar value spent on diverse-owned businesses:
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Glossary of Terms
Barriered individual: A person with barrier(s) to employment. This most often refers to a
spectrum of physical health, mental health, social exclusion, limited education and skills,
language and cultural differences or other obstacles to engaging in a traditional employment
opportunity, which requires work place, work environment or work expectation to
accommodate successful participation in the workforce.
Best value: The optimal combination of total cost, performance, economic, environmental
and social sustainability of goods and services being offered. Proposals may be evaluated not
only on pricing and total cost of ownership, but also inclusive of environmental and /or social
considerations, delivery, servicing, and the capacity of the proponent to meet other criteria,
all stated in the proposal documents.
Bid: Includes a proposal submitted in response to a Request for Proposal and a written formal
over, submitted in response to an invitation to supply goods/services/ infrastructure, where
the specifications and conditions of the goods or services are known and disclosed in the
request.
Certifications: Third party verified designations that confirm social and/or environmental
practices.
Community capital: Community capital describes the total assets of a community that the
community benefits from and can invest into community development. It consists of the six
main types of capital: social capital, human capital, cultural capital, natural capital, economic
capital, and physical capital. Community capital is essential to a sustainable community and
builds relationships between various community groups and processes.
Community Benefit Agreement (CBA): A Community Benefit Agreement (CBA) is an
agreement between community, government, and developers that ensures development
projects enhance local social, environmental, and economic opportunities.
Community development: An activity that improves the overall health of the community,
whether through generating a community benefit (e.g. community service) or building a
community asset (e.g. cultural venue). Rooted in local knowledge and defined by the
community itself.
Community engagement: The collaborative process in which local residents, organizations,
businesses and other groups come together to address community challenges, priorities or
needs. May also refer to the process in which developers and the municipal government
consult with these groups to identify opportunities for enhancing the well- being of the
community during infrastructure or development projects.
Contract: An agreement between supplier and purchaser of goods, services or construction,
including a purchase order, formal agreement or other document evidencing the obligation,
and any amendments.
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Contractor: Refers to a broad range of organizations, including social enterprises, non-profits,
small and medium enterprises and larger contractors that compete to deliver goods and/or
services on a contractual basis to a public sector contracting authority.
Corporate social responsibility: Businesses that have an actionable corporate social
responsibility program in place.
Developer (owner): The group that applied for re-zoning and is responsible for compliance
throughout the life cycle of the project.
Direct award: Under threshold purchases or to businesses that meet the direct award criteria.
Diversity: Diversity is the differences between individuals within an organization, and it
serves to promote innovation and growth within the organization. Types of diversity can
include cultural, socio-economic, and experiential diversity.
Diverse supplier: A supplier that fulfills the business practice that encourages the use of
historically under-represented businesses in a company’s supply chain, in particular
minority-owned, women-owned, Indigenous-owned, LGBT-owned, veteran-owned vendors.
Fair wage: Hourly wage rates set for specific occupations based on community market
conditions and/or local government policy.
First source hiring: “Diverse jobs for diverse people across the entire lifecycle of
development” which compliments the supplier diversity procurement objectives by
considering work opportunities through an equity lens i.e. jobs that are appropriate for a
diverse range of people no matter their age, gender, ability etc. which by necessity challenges
developers and contractors to consider opportunities beyond (before, during, or after) the
construction phase.
Full-time employment: Full-time employment is determined by your organizational policy
and/ or the appropriate government regulatory requirements.
Indirect supply chain: An indirect supply chain consists of the goods and services required
to maintain and grow a business that is not an integral part of its final product or service. An
indirect supply chain may include packaging materials used to ship a product, office supplies,
or software used for inventory tracking.
Individuals with barriers to employment: Barriers to employment can include lack of
access to transit, needing accessible workplace accommodations, hiring and retention biases,
needing flexible work hours and/or requiring additional workplace supports. Some
population groups are more likely to face these barriers, such as people with disabilities,
Indigenous youth, newcomers to Canada, etc.
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Individuals within marginalized group(s) (also referred to as equity-seeking groups):
Marginalized groups include, but are not limited to, Indigenous Peoples, youth, women,
recent immigrants, people with disabilities and people with experience of homelessness.
Infrastructure: Infrastructure is the basic physical and organizational structures required by a
community to function. It includes water and electricity systems, roads, schools, hospitals, and
airports. Infrastructural development entails high-cost investment but is essential to a
community’s social and economic prosperity.
(ITQ) Invitation to Quote: Similar to an Invitation to Tender (ITT), this solicitation method is a
price-based competition that is typically used for small-dollar, under-threshold contracts.
(ITT) Invitation to Tender: Sometimes called a Request for Tender (RFT) or Call for Tender
(CFT) an ITT is a price-based competitive solicitation process used for higher-value contracts.
An ITT is most often used for the purchase of goods, construction or straightforward buys
where there is a clear set of specifications and the purchaser wants to find the lowest price.
Lifecycle of development: Lifecycle of development is defined as the time from site
preparation to post-occupancy and includes office and other off-site positions and tasks.
Living wage: The minimum income necessary for a worker to meet their basic needs. Needs
are defined to include food, housing, and other essential needs such as clothing. Each
community has a different living wage calculation.
Locally owned business: Private companies (ex. single owner or partnership, employee
owned, co-operative or social enterprise/non-profit): headquartered in the province, > 50% of
owners residing in the province.
Locally grown products: Agricultural products grown in the province (ex. food, plants, fiber,
wood) or manufactured products with >50% materials grown in the province.
Locally made* products: Products wholly or largely (>50%) manufactured or processed in
the province. Can include products produced without local materials or ingredients. Local
made products with local ingredients or materials can add “local grown” if applicable.
(NFP) Not-for-profit or Non-profit organization: Incorporated provincially or federally an
organization whose purpose is to solve social, cultural, and/or environmental problems.
Revenues or profits generated by a non-profit must be used to further their mission. Some
NFPs are registered charities by Canada Revenue Agency.
Private corporation: A private corporation, or for-profit corporation, is an organization
incorporated to operate a business that when it generates profits they are distributed for the
benefit of the owners and shareholders.
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RFx: A catch-all term that captures all references to Request for Information (RFI), Request for
Proposal (RFP), Request for Qualification (can be used to refer to Request for Quote) (RFQ), and
Request for Bid (RFB).
Social benefit: Social benefit describes the positive social impact generated by an
organization. Social benefits can include job opportunities, environmental restoration, and
community resources. The primary goal of a social enterprise is to generate social benefit
alongside profit.
Social value criteria (also referred to as social impact criteria): Social value/impact criteria
are the standards maintained by an organization that regulate its practices to ensure the
organization meets its goals for minimizing negative social impacts and maximizing positive
social impacts. Social value/impact criteria are established following an organization’s impact
measurement and leads to the formation of an impact management plan.
Social procurement: Social procurement means leveraging a social value through existing
purchasing. Social procurement is an umbrella term that encompasses the social purchasing of
goods and services as well as Community Benefit Agreements that leverage social value
through infrastructure and development projects.
Social procurement criteria: Social procurement criteria are the requirements taken into
consideration when an organization evaluates a supplier of goods or services based on the
social impact, environmental impact, price, and quality of the supplier and its products.
Social purchasing policies and guidelines: Social purchasing policies and guidelines are
organizational policies and frameworks that out-line how an organization can add social value
to their existing purchases.
Social value: Social value refers to the impacts of programs and organizations on the
wellbeing of individuals and communities. Social enterprises and social purpose businesses can
generate social value by innovating products and services that meet community needs and
participating in social procurement.
Social value supply chain: A social value supply chain is the total goods and services that
make up an organization’s direct and indirect supply chain and their social value. To
understand its social value supply chain, an organization must critically assess the social impact
of all products and their suppliers.
Supplier: A supplier is an individual or organization that provides goods or services to a
purchaser.
Supply chain: A supply chain is a network of organizations, individuals, resources, activities,
and technology that move a product from initial production to the final consumer. It is
composed of a direct supply chain, which includes all materials that become part of the final
product, and an indirect supply chain, which includes all resources that contribute to the
product’s manufacturing and delivery but are not incorporated into the product.
Supplier diversity: Supplier diversity is the incorporation of minority- owned organizations
into supply chains or government contracts. Minority-owned organizations include women
owned, veteran owned, and Indigenous-owned companies.
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Targeted individual: An individual targeted by an employer for a targeted employment
strategy. Employers may wish to expand or purposefully be more inclusive in their workforce
or work requirements through targeted recruitment strategies and workplace
accommodations that achieve greater representation of historically disadvantaged or other
groups with barriers to employment.
Workforce development: Workforce development is considered an interconnected set of
solutions to meet employment needs – by preparing workers with the skills necessary for a
specific type of job. Workforce development can include changes to culture, changes to
attitudes, and changes to people's potential that help to positively influence a business'
future success. Workforce development is also sometimes referred to as employee
development and is considered an important aspect of business success.
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4 Buy Social Canada | Graphic Standards Manual

Further Resources
Master Brand Logos

Available at: www.buysocialcanada.com/documents-and-resources
Case studies
Examples of bid documents including social value language
Policy and implementation strategies
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